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The Tenth Day 

Padmaja Sriram 

 

Anand stands with his uncle in his father's bedroom, still in wet funeral Veshti, water 
dripping down his barefoot toes. He saw the Pulsometer drop to zero the previous night, yet, 
counting the handful of relatives, his father's stature has clearly been on a downward spiral 
even before the fall and the subsequent hip fracture that rendered him bedridden a couple of 
months back. Appa, referred as revered father in Tamil was always respected, but the relatives 
look disinterested: the telephone is dusty in an otherwise neat room, his old cellphone peeping 
out from below a pile of files in the cupboard and relieved relatives exchanging tacit but sharp 
glances. For cremation, a medical certificate is needed. In these Corona times, complicated 
with reluctant doctors and strict lockdowns, uncles and aunts' faces wore sly smiles that quietly 
challenged Anand to procure one. There were a few hurdles and tense moments, but he did it. 
Cremation rites went on without a hitch. By mid day, it was all over. Relatives vanished as 
quickly as they came. 

A couple of days earlier, though, he thought his father was recovering, and now his 
naivety pains him. "Why did you not bother to keep in touch with him? Didn't you do so until 
a year back?"  

"Ah!" says uncle Kuppu. "How can you blame me for your old father dying?" 

"Not like that," Anand says, moving to the kitchen, but he blames. Relatives, his uncles 
and aunts called Appa at least three times a day, that is, until a year ago, until Amma died. 
Uncle couldn't call once? He blames his aunt, too, and himself for even expecting. He forces a 
smile. "At least you came for the final rites. At least the cremation happened smoothly." 

"Hmm," says Kuppu. He takes another helping of Payasam, sweet porridge, from the 
hot pack that the cook made in the morning. Enjoying a hearty meal on cremation day is a little 
creepy, Anand feels, but doesn't say so. His relatives are very picky about what dishes to eat 
on each day of the death rituals, and if Kuppu is not suppressing his relief, Anand will not point 
it out. Kuppu talks over the phone with a mouthful, rice coming out on the sides of his mouth 
boasting about his advisory job. Seventy years old and still callow. 

"Are you leaving?", Anand asks, "I can ask my driver to drop you." 

"Not necessary," he says. "Stop asking. Have I not told you I have a car?" 
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Anand nods and walks away to the hall, refusing to linger in the kitchen with a variety 
of dishes the cook doled out in her house and had them delivered. Anand is soaked in a 
drooping, aching dullness, his limbs heavy with it. There's a lot to be planned before the priest 
arrives: he has to decide where to do the rituals - his or his Appa's house, donate silver, gold or 
cow. And he will have to talk to his siblings. Not that he expects his sister to come from abroad. 
Stringent rituals with strict Covid rules of quarantine, strong beliefs of Appa, and expectations 
of a father from his children can be overwhelming. Appa was certain his eldest son would care 
for him—and he should have—Appa did, his brothers' eldest sons did—but instead, he kept 
off. Many times, there were nasty arguments, rude gestures, and bullying talks, misery 
endlessly turning over. 

Spread over thirteen days, it will be hard doing the rituals. Everything about the rites is 
suffused with importance: rites before cremation and immediately after with the ashes, the ten-
day mourning rites, the main tenth day when Appa's siblings and children worship and pray to 
a large mound of mashed rice symbolizing Appa's soul with the priests chanting potent mantras 
- the day the new astral body is formed, the twelfth day where the deceased joins its ancestors, 
and finally the celebratory thirteenth day. And then, there are the yearly Shraddham - ancestral 
worship days. Everything done by Appa himself for his parents, everything repeats.  

In Appa's fifty year old house, the living room—a witness to all the ceremonies—waits, 
plastic-wired wooden chair where Appa - the head of the family - used to sit hours deliberating 
with Amma - standing beside him with folded arms, sorting out his four younger brothers 
(settling them in good marriages), his eldest son (arranging an engineering seat from a premier 
college giving him a head start) and daughter (marrying her off into a prosperous family) - 
Appa was the doer. Anand's paternal grandfather, however was the fixer: procuring steady jobs 
for his sons, marrying off all his six daughters into reputed families, and settling his own 
brothers as well. 

Never one to mingle much with Appa or uncles and aunts, Anand was on his own from 
day one. He had a meritorious management education and ended up a prosperous stock broker 
but remained with his parents until forty. And by then, everyone had left - the large joint family 
bustling with uncles, aunts and siblings in the house became very nuclear - only old Appa and 
Amma. In the kitchen beside the granite counter, copper-bottomed vessels lie near the gas stove 
where Amma stood whispering countless family issues to Anand - he in turn resolving them: 
fixing his sister's newborn's American visa, disengaging tensions between Appa and his 
siblings, running errands, and giving loads of moral support. All this without a single 
interaction with Appa. That was when Anand flagged off the journey of a doer and a fixer. Not 
much of Anand's involvement was known to his uncles and aunts. The fact is, Anand was an 
unknown entity to them.  

He married later, bought a house near his father's, and continued caring for his parents. 
Just a phone call away, living in the next street, Amma tapped him when Appa had cancer, 
when she vomited blood, and when there were heavy rains and cyclones flooding the house. 
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Anand single-handedly took complete charge and lovingly cared for them. He remained a 
hidden source of strength to them - not that he gave much importance to any acclaim. Last year, 
Amma died —she was everything to him. To fill the void, Anand began devoting a lot of time 
and attention to Appa and surprisingly became fond of him quickly. Anand was the doer and 
the fixer, but now he feels utterly empty. He doesn't really know if he'll ever get over the bereft 
feeling. 

 

Coming from the kitchen, Kuppu, comb in hand, tosses his head and runs it on his near 
bald head. "Your father spent hours combing his hair - not that he had much even a couple of 
decades back. We should have combed his bald head with that fine-tooth comb he lovingly 
possessed while clothing his body before the cremation rituals." He turns his head and cocks 
an actor Dev Anand tilt. "One only thinks by ninety he'd have grown out of that style." 

 

"You're so mean," says Anand, then calms down. Appa was competitive with uncle 
Kuppu, not on accomplishments - Kuppu was a mere clerk in a government accounts office 
and Appa was well-educated and an officer with the income taxes - but for affection from their 
mother. In a series of five sons, Appa was the first and uncle Kuppu, the pampered last. Kuppu 
is frequently mistaken for a gentleman. Anand wishes he were so. 

 

"Where is Aishwarya?" Kuppu asks. Anand hears traces of spite in his voice. Kuppu 
chews betel leaves, left side of his lips raised in scorn. In his family, sisters and mothers are 
superior to women marrying into it, but Appa liked Anand's wife like his own daughter. She 
was simple, straightforward and too innocent to understand the machinations of these uncles 
and aunts. Both Anand and Appa felt very protective of her. "She has just left." Anand says. 
"Don't worry, she'll be back soon." 

 

Kuppu licks his lips and runs his wet hand through his chin. "Wonder how did you not 
notice, so much Daal, pulses, your father had." With eyes popping out, he points to the Moong 
Daal bottle. The quantity of Daal in the large bottle is hardly a spoon or two now. "At Ninety, 
this is too much proteins - I've to say, Anand." Anand opens his mouth to defend, but turns his 
face aside. It was the cook who stole, but he forced a laugh. "How healthy Appa was, wasn't 
he?" 
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Initially, Anand thought he'll wait for his siblings—especially Nivedita who supported 
him the whole of last year—but quickly realizes that she does not have a firm mind to face 
Appa's death amidst quarantine and partial lockdown. She's in US now, with her husband and 
two children. When he asked if she was coming to Appa's cremation, she cried, "But my 
husband is seriously ill!" Then she added encouragingly, "Besides, Appa'd rather you do," as 
if she did not turn up for Amma's death, as if she did not go all the way to the crematorium 
when women are discouraged to do so, as if she did not participate in any ceremony especially 
when she was strictly discouraged to do so. She'd told him she'll support him no matter what, 
claiming she was praying, claiming her heart was there, none of which stopped her from calling 
the relatives all through the previous night and receiving photos and video clippings of Appa 
and the cremation ceremony. He sees her decision as it is: a last immature assertion of her 
feminist ideas, despite the target—Appa—being no more. Frankly, Anand's glad to have her 
off his back, and he's glad that for the next few hours she'll not disturb him, it being night in 
the US. 

 

To Anand, Nivedita appeared a smart and tactful woman, informing only on a need-to-
know basis but sucking in all the gossips and news she could lay her hands on. She used to call 
Amma nearly every day, enervating her to no ends by speaking to her non-stop for at least two 
hours. From petty details to serious information Anand never knew nor cared for, but 
significant to her, she would indulge in endless discussion—who got married and divorced, 
who paid for grandma's nurses, how to involve everyone for her son's sacred thread ceremony, 
and so on. Just six months back, she finally admitted to not being able to take Appa to the US, 
not being able to do her bit. She hadn't even applied for his passport, just discussed with her 
husband or hoped to do so. All the while, she kept playing hide-and-seek with Anand, saying 
it was snowing and too cold, saying her work is too strenuous, or saying she'll adjust the dates 
to get her mother-in-law from Chennai so Appa has company.  

 

Anand thinks, many times over that maybe he should conduct the thirteen-day rites 
following the cremation at his father's house. He could move into the house—or, better, both 
his wife and he could. That is starting to make sense. He has always felt responsible towards 
the house. Appa, who was otherwise meticulous about filing every document relating to the 
house: house documents, tax documents, electricity bills, telephone bills, and even monthly 
milk receipts, somehow missed getting the all-important Patta, land document, for over five 
decades. A few years ago, to everyone's envy, Anand managed to get it in a jiffy.  

 

Piles of dusty papers adoring every room in the house suddenly makes Anand, who 
mourns memories that aren't even his, sentimental. "This house is yours." Appa said sometime 
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last year, and Anand dismissed it with a content smile. He takes a deep breath and declares to 
Kuppu, chin up, "We'll do all the rituals here, right here at my father's house." 

 

"Now, you wait, don't speak in haste." There's something fishy in Kuppu's tone. Anand 
stares in at his eyes. 

 

"What haste? This is Appa's house, after all." 

 

"Shouldn't your elder brother decide this?" asks Kuppu. 

 

Anand exhales. "You think he will even perform the rites? Last year, he created such a 
furor screaming at the priests all the time and declaring he will not do the rites for Amma. Don't 
you remember?" 

 

"You may have taken care of your parents all along and also been their favorite, but that 
doesn't give you sole authority to decide things now." Childish uncle suddenly raises a 
challenging head towards him. 

 

"Stop it." An old grouse the siblings had nursed and with bitterness has gone around 
and now, coming out of uncle's mouth. How fair is that? Calling duty favoritism - is it 
unearned?—given Anand put everything into the relationship. For years he toiled, cared and 
rescued his parents and never lived afar from them. On the contrary, the siblings leeched onto 
them and ran away when it was time to reciprocate. "Will Raghu find the Chandis - Brahmin 
men symbolizing the dead? Deal with priest and death ritual food and thatched roof agents? 
For years now, he has stopped wearing the sacred thread, and his wife does not even do the 
minimal Nombu, vow for her husband's well-being, which in itself is just once a year." 

 

"Do you know?" Uncle says, "Appa would have wanted everybody to see him. You 
could have waited longer." 
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The cremation, which took place on Sunday morning after Appa died the night before, 
was quick, tensed and badly attended. "Appa'd rather want all the death rituals done to him like 
he did to his father and mother than wait for people to come and pay their last respects. One 
can never be sure these Corona times - what if he were humiliated without proper ritualistic 
cremation?" 

 

Kuppu's face hangs. "Well, with so much confusion and chaos, you could not have done 
anything else." He leans on the table with his fists gripped over the edges, then sighs with a 
resignation. "At least, Appa's Corona tests came out negative." 

 

"Oh, Lord Narayana!" Anand screams, meanwhile, Kuppu's mobile starts ringing. He 
picks up, listens, and hands it over to Anand, his face passive and bland. 

 

"Anand, I'm really sorry our Appa died." 

 

His jaws tighten even before he places the voice. Raghu, his elder brother: indifferent 
and undependable, compulsively vindictive, and persistently malicious.  

 

"It's me, Raghu."  

 

Anand closes his eyes. "Ok" 

 

"We need to talk."  

 

"Now's not the time," says Anand. A deafening pause follows, and Anand can almost 
hear Raghu scheming. Raghu says, "Well, I want to support you." 
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Anand grimaces. Kuppu's hands are on his hips; he watches him, eyes sharp. Anand 
gets up, walks away into the kitchen, as if to escape his uncle's eavesdropping. "Appa's 
cremation ended hours ago." 

 

"I think you need me by your side at this difficult time." 

 

"What do you want, Raghu? Appa's money?" 

 

"No." Raghu sounds offended. 

 

Anand does not know why he asked. He could tell Raghu to bugger off but part of him 
finds it unusual that Raghu is insisting, to say the least. His brother's history of manipulation 
can co-exist with a spot of kindness, Anand assumes. "Fine, when are you coming?" 

 

"Right now!" Raghu's voice is excited. "I'm at the corner." 

 

"What?" 

 

And, indeed the taxi arched in to the street. Raghu opens the cab door, waves sheepishly, 
mobile pressed to the ear. Anand thrusts the mobile into Kuppu's hands but continues to slow 
down and steady himself near the door. "He says he wants to support me," he says, jerking 
open the door. There's something ugly in the anger Anand feels towards Raghu. He feels jolted, 
wronged, but also energized, because again he finds an opportunity to lead, do and fix. 

 

Kuppu walks tall and opens his arms welcoming Raghu boisterously contrasting 
Anand's show of nonchalance. Outside, Raghu flings open the creaky gate, and bangs it close.  
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"What a pleasant surprise, my child!" Again Kuppu's voice booms and Anand feels 
frustration mount. Anand stands by the door and looks at uncle crossing over to the gate. 

Raghu's visit shouldn't come as a surprise. Always hiding in the hilly Darjeeling, 
Raghu's instinct for guerrilla attacks can never come at a more vulnerable time than now. Even 
a strong and proud Appa dreaded him. A few months ago, before lockdowns and Corona, when 
Anand finally settled Appa secure with a watchman and a cook after Amma's death, Raghu 
suddenly announced his arrival. Anand thought he could rely on Raghu to care for Appa for a 
few days so he himself could relax for sometime. Instead, Raghu kept pushing Appa to part 
with his bank pass books and Appa reacted with excuses. Anand tried to divert talk from money 
matters to caring for Appa. He even made Raghu commit to a responsible plan, and felt good 
till the end of his stay. But, only after Raghu left, and when Appa withdrew from Anand did he 
sense the setback. The evening Raghu left, Appa was in a frenzy going about the kitchen 
searching for some powder. Later, Appa revealed that Raghu had got him panicky, telling him 
the cook may have used the rat poison powder into his food thinking it was salt, telling him to 
eat the biscuits he had bought and not the ones Anand gave as those had preservatives, teaching 
him to operate the mobile to speak only to him, and telling him to avoid Anand at all costs. The 
fact is, Raghu has not been the obedient son to follow Appa's strong beliefs, but accepts failing 
expectations with remarkable pretense, holding no one, not even himself responsible. 

Anand saw his brother about once every three months, never by choice. Now and then 
when in his father's house, Anand would bump into Raghu with wife and daughter in tow. 
Raghu's wife is short, plain but fair skinned as is Raghu. They met when Raghu was teaching 
a group of engineering students that included her. Unknown to Appa and Amma and before the 
marriage, she came to Appa's house once with the student group and from then, could not stop 
talking about the large house. 

As in every Tamil family, daughters are married before sons. Nivedita, the only 
daughter of the house, twenty-three and full of enthusiasm had just completed a masters degree. 
There are photos from this time, his sister donned in graduation dress and chin up, taken by 
Raghu. This was before Raghu began dating, before Raghu sneaked in with his marriage, 
delaying Nivedita of hers by another six years. After that, Appa walked everyday to the 
matchmaker, found a seemingly suitable boy, met the family, arranged the girl-seeing 
ceremony, got rejected, and then all over again - the cycles lasting over five years and finally, 
nailing one. "At least, you're waiting," Amma said. "Thanks for the sacrifice, Anand." 

"Hey, my nephew!" Kuppu hugs Raghu but Anand stares at him in utter disbelief. 
Raghu laughs and waves at Anand with glee, then picks up his suitcase and marches through 
the door. He squints into the bedroom, where Appa's bed had lain, and now a lamp is alight. 
"Move the lamp to the hall. It should be kept where the body was laid." 

"The priest has instructed the lamp to be kept alight where Appa died," saying Anand 
gives him a stern look. Raghu opens his mouth to react but instead says, "Is Nivedita coming?" 
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Anand hesitates. "How can she? A lone woman traveling in these dreadful times. Has 
your wife come?" 

"She is not well." Raghu says looking at Kuppu and winks. Anand stands back and 
pretends to survey Appa's bedroom. Raghu doesn't look sad, doesn't have any gloom about him 
at all. He is balding in parts, thin hair combed straight back to cover the balding. The man 
doesn't even have a grave look, which Anand finds tiresome, since his own grief is eating him. 
Raghu's tight jeans and dark tee-shirt highlights his slim athletic build well enough that Anand 
can see the elastic of his brief, a queasy sight. 

 

How's your daughter?" asks Anand but relents immediately for starting the small talk, 
making it easier on Raghu.  

 

"Working on her entrance exams." Anand's brother's eyes light up. His twenty-six year 
old daughter had just got fired from her last job when Anand met her last year. She was so fat 
Anand wondered if she worked at the engineering firm in Mumbai or simply feasted on the 
free food the firm gave all its employees. While Raghu adored her, she watched Anand sullenly 
as he gave her career tips.  

 

"Yes," says Raghu. "She is going to be a management executive now just like how you 
started off." His eyes light up.  

 

"So," Anand says, "What's the support you were talking about?" 

 

Raghu looks away and turns to his suitcase. He holds the handle and lifts it up onto 
Appa's wooden cot. He opens and points to a paper. "See, what I brought." It seems to have 
something written on it. Anand steps aside instinctively, but finds himself taking a long time 
contemplating what Raghu is up to. Cello tape and scissors in hand, Raghu rushes to the 
bedroom door. He pastes the paper. Anand goes to the other side to read. It says, "My Room".  

 

"Don't you find this silly?" Anand pats his forehead.  
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"You think it's reckless? I thought you would." Raghu says, feeling disappointed. No 
stirring there. 

 

The room smells damp. A shelf carved out of the wall with concrete planks houses 
Appa's files amidst which a portrait of Lord Venkateshwara stands. Below locked windows 
with multicolored glasses opposite the shelf is a wooden Diwan sofa with two storage drawers 
covered with flaps. Anand did not know that Appa kept his bank passbooks there, even a bundle 
of cash, until a week back. Raghu surveys the place and brightens up. "It's taken such a long 
time and I've waited patiently for this." 

 

Anand turns to his brother, disbelieving. His brother in his Appa's house. It doesn't make 
any sense. "You're squatting." 

 

"Why should I squat? This is my place." Raghu cries out in mock annoyance. 

 

"So, you haven't come here to support me. Do you really think Appa's soul will be 
happy?" 

 

"Appa asked me to stay. Besides, if I follow his strict rules, it is mine. Appa is an 
adorable father, you know?" 

 

There is no way Appa told him that. There is simply no way. Appa stopped speaking to 
Raghu. Every time Raghu called Appa, he'd never pick up. Even Anand had called Raghu and 
handed the phone to Appa, but Appa waved it off. Once, Raghu had asked Kuppu to video call 
him and hand the mobile to Appa. Again Appa simply waved him off brusquely. The last time 
Appa spoke to Raghu was when? Six months back? Anand remembers Appa overly concerned 
about Raghu when he told him he had taken a hernia test at the nearby hospital. This was just 
before he left Appa terrified of the cook, the rat poison and also of him. The hernia test fizzled 
out. Appa realized it was a lie fabricated to specifically unsettle him, remove his only pillar of 
strength - Anand, and in Anand's place, establish himself. And, for what? To take care of him? 
No. To rummage his belongings, his secret Diwan drawers, and his bureau that contained house 
documents. "I'm calling Nivedita," Anand says without conviction. Then he hears it: the 
doorbell. 
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Along the adjacent sofa room lies the front room with a large window almost filling up 
the wall. At first Anand thinks its the watchman. As he opens the door, however, he sees that 
it is the priest. The broken door is held by a new lock. The priest looking eager, smiling 
ingratiatingly, a worn-out yellow cloth bag tightly held in his arms enters. 

 

"Hello Maama," Anand greets. 

 

Raghu frowns. "All one has to do is wait for someone to die, isn't it? They keep 
circling—priests, assistants, Chandis—and swoop down on their targets with precision. No 
need to even call them." 

 

The priest walks towards Anand continuing the smile and greets back pretending not to 
hear Raghu. "Please take a seat, Maama," says Anand. 

 

"Convenient, huh?" Raghu says. "You should see these vultures fly away when a dead 
body has been tested Corona positive. You have to wear the special suits just to perform 
cremation rituals. Masks and gloves alone are not enough"—he mocks with an act of walking 
slow and heavy with the PPEs—"or he'll be in the morgue." 

 

"What do you mean, morgue?" asks Anand faintly. 

 

Raghu leads him back to the bedroom. In the corner of his suitcase, sticking out in the 
gap next to his ironed shirt is an envelope. 

 

"It's negative, thankfully," says Raghu with a grudge, taking it out with his fingers 
carefully. He removes the sheet and unfolds it. Anand steps closer. The result sheet has details 
of the Corona test, date, and issuing doctor. Below all that is a tabular column where the last 
row confirms negative. Raghu flicks it back in. 
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Anand has never seen Corona test result sheets; he's only known the results through 
Raghu when he inflicted Appa with them: first, during hospitalizing Appa after the fall; second, 
an unnecessary test reasoning Appa's attendant testing positive—that later turned out to be a 
lie; and now, just a couple of days prior to Appa's death—all negative, much to Anand's relief. 

 

Raghu sits on the Diwan and lifts the sheet. "Want to see for yourself?" 

 

Anand shakes his head and with a firm voice says, "No." At once, he remembers 
something he never recalled in years: following his brother everywhere as a kid, playing with 
him all the time, using the handed-down clothes and books, and sharing his gifts with him. One 
night, his head hurt. He sat up feeling dizzy, stroked his head and saw blood on his fingers. 
Standing next to him was his brother with a broken wooden toy in his hand—the toy, being 
another of Anand's gift he shared with Raghu. Their kind neighbor drove him to the hospital 
and stitched the wound. Anand is sweating. 

 

"No morgue now. Nothing to panic. If he tests positive, the body will lie in the morgue 
until cremated by the authorities. Relatives can only glimpse before the body goes to the 
morgue." 

 

Under all the aversion and anger, Anand can't help but feel a spiteful challenge, because 
Raghu is always, always surprising him. Still, to Anand, he seems more like a fool than a 
villain. Even the test tactics—Anand shoots another glance at the envelope now safely tucked 
back into his suitcase—on healthy Appa is futile. Like crossing a minefield, Appa had 
cautiously and safely put one foot after another and succeeded. He was too sharp for Raghu. 

 

Anand hears the kitchen door open. It's Kuppu, walking towards the bedroom. "Hello," 
says the priest but Kuppu ignores. Kuppu's effusive reactions to Raghu shakes Anand from a 
shocked inaction. "You've got to discuss with the priest, Raghu. Now." He points to the hall. 

 

"Well, that's exactly what I'm trying to say. Appa said he did not want elaborate thirteen-
day rites." 
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"There's no way he said that, ever!" 

 

Kuppu laughs. 

 

"Anand, Appa always liked me. As a kid, I was the brightest and Appa was really proud 
of me. You know it. Over the years my wife and I kept in touch with all the uncles and aunts. 
Appa felt favorably when I'd offered to remodel this house. Ever since, he has told everyone 
what a good globetrotter and a great son I am." 

 

"Does Nivedita know about this?" asks Anand. 

 

Kuppu extends his hand to get the test results. Anand is tempted to slap it away. 

 

"You need to do the rites. Let us plan now. I have to get ready," says Anand 

 

Raghu looks stricken. "You're doing the rites?" 

 

"You cannot decide," says Kuppu looking at Anand. 

 

Raghu closes his suitcase, which shuts with a click. After a pause, he says: "You know 
what. We'll do the rites, man. I'll follow everything the priest says, get up early, wear wet 
Veshti, wear the sacred thread, apply the symbol pastes, and do it for each of the thirteen days. 
I know all about it from my uncles. I'll bathe early and be ready. I've only come here to support 
you for these thirteen days, and then I will go back." Raghu is jittery, running his hand over his 
sparse haired head, over and over. "You can go home and I'll take care. You can't do everything, 
you need support. So, shall we say, we do the rites at Krishna Theertha - the center for ancestral 
rites?" 
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"You think it will be open in this lock down? No way." 

 

"Are you staying here?" asks Kuppu. 

 

"Of course! Why not, Anand? At least for the fourteen-day quarantine." Raghu shrugs. 

 

Anand tries to picture Raghu at his father's house, but Anand cannot believe it. Is the 
game about the house? Is it about not giving a proper cremation to Appa? Or, is it about 
thwarting the thirteen-day rituals? The goal post keeps changing. The man is indestructible, 
destroying everything he touches. He rips in to so many lives—even of those who love him.  

 

Raghu swivels to Kuppu. "You know what the truth is? I could not bear to see Appa get 
weak. It broke my heart. Know what my doctor said?" 

 

"That's so sad." Kuppu's eyes fill, for the first time, and Anand is annoyed at him for 
grieving at his convenience. 

 

"You arranged a doctor?" Anand demands. 

 

"The last two days before Appa's death, he was breathless. It was my doctor who 
recommended using a nebulizer on him. Will you relax? I'm not uncaring. I didn't keep off 
Appa because he said so. Listen, Anand, you have to understand that I am not the same guy I 
used to be." 

 

Anand is queasy at the thought of Raghu's doctor prescribing for Appa. "So, you 
exploited the situation? So, you snaked your way back in?" 
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Anand could not believe him. This is the Raghu who was gunning hard to push Appa 
and Amma into a an old age home. Never once did Amma request any of her children to take 
her to a doctor, but when Anand admitted Amma to a hospital four years back, Raghu, strongly 
supported by uncles and aunts, was on a spree checking out old age homes and egging parents 
on—as if Anand did not care for parents enough, as if only Raghu and his wishes mattered, as 
if Anand does not exist at all. He could not even attend on her once before gathering up numbers 
to shove them into an old age home.  

 

Raghu is still for a moment. In a calm and collected tone, he says, "I did make mistakes 
in the past. That's on me. Sometimes its ok to not know everything; sometimes its just easier 
to start again, Anand. Appa kept in touch on phone - on the home attendant you arranged for 
Appa, on his phone. We spoke so many times a day." 

 

"I don't trust you," says Anand. His father was known for assessing people to the tee. 
Maybe he was just being calculative. But what's more unrealistic than trusting Raghu? 

 

"I believe him," says Kuppu. "Appa loved speaking to his eldest son." 

 

"Stop it, uncle." Anand snaps. 

 

"Who knows? Eldest son to eldest son." Kuppu says. Maybe Kuppu is right. Appa is 
the eldest son respected by all his siblings including his elder sisters. So, he wanted to extend 
his eldest son the same privilege? But to allow this prodigal predator back because of his family 
position? 

 

Maybe. Maybe Appa told himself he has to pass the family baton, not letting duty or 
devotion get in the way of birth. Appa must have been so weak: so desperate to take this man 
back in, so selfish that he would choose Raghu. 
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Raghu comes forward to embrace Anand. "Appa was old and sick. It wasn't easy for 
him." Anand smells the fresh deodorant on Raghu's underarm, and knows his brother has 
prepared himself meticulously for this encounter. He slaps away his brother's hand. 

 

Raghu grins but his face remains grim. "You think, Anand, he needed your 
concurrence? You cannot possess him. By the way, Nivedita has lots to say about you." Raghu 
turns to Kuppu and smiles. 

 

From under the files on the shelf, the dusty mobile peeps. In a sleight of hand to his 
own surprise, Anand pulls it up and walks through the hall and into the kitchen. He checks the 
call list. Raghu is lying. His father never betrayed him. Anand hides the mobile. 

 

"You know, I flew with hundreds of people and took the Corona risk to come here. Ever 
think of that? Ever think how you're not the only one to care for Appa? Don't you think I want 
to do Appa's cremation?" Raghu asks, coming into the kitchen. Anand retorts, "You'll not be 
coming here now if not for the medical certificate I procured, scanned and sent on Whatsapp? 
Thank our family doctor for that!" 

 

"Here, Nivedita wants to speak to you," saying Raghu hands the video call to Anand. 

 

Nivedita never kept in touch with Raghu, or so, Amma had told him. With a surprising 
look, Anand takes it and says, "Hello Nivedita."  

 

"Anand, please do the thirteen-day rites at the center, not Appa's house. Raghu has to 
quarantine himself for fourteen days there." 

 

"Are you serious? Which better place to do the rites than Appa's house? Doesn't Appa 
deserve that much?" 

 

"Please try to understand Anand. Besides, if you want, he can join you at the center." 
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"I'm not sure we are on the same page here. Why deny Appa his house?" 

 

"But Raghu has to quarantine himself there." 

 

"Why not go to a hotel? Why are you taking his side?" 

 

"I'm not taking any sides. You know what, why not do the rites at your own house, 
Anand? Having relatives come over on the tenth day is a prestige in itself." 

 

"Nivedita, let me handle this with Raghu, Ok? Sometimes bad things happen and you 
have to deal with it right there and then. They don't just go away—you need to handle them." 

 

"Will you quit handling? Will you quit handling everyone? Why are you always the one 
teaming up with Raghu and leaving me out? No one needs you, even Raghu is not teaming up 
now, huh? Rushing to handle everything will not take you anywhere." She laughs meanly. 

 

Anand is stung. Years ago, when Anand waited patiently for her marriage, his own 
girlfriend left him. He never blamed anyone, not Raghu, not his parents, and definitely not his 
sister. The memory still pains him. 

 

"Oh, fine," Nivedita says, "Great, go now. Nurse your precious ego." Anand clicks the 
red button and flees to the backyard. Grief has a way of creeping on you. When bad things 
happen, it doesn't go away but is on the surface, waiting for you. His heart pounding, he 
swallows the fresh, clean air. "It's Ok to have conflicting emotions," Aishwarya would say. 

 

In his father's Pooja room, Anand folds his hands and prays, trying to talk to Appa. 
Appa would remain standing in front of God for as long as an hour or more praying, morning 
and evening. However, Appa is gone. He feels so heavy. A year ago, when Amma died, he'd 
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caught Appa weeping, hands folded in prayer. "She left me!" He mumbled, tears flowing down 
his cheeks. Anand never saw Appa cry ever till then. Anand did not know how to comfort him. 
"Now, who will take care of me?" He asked. 

 

Anand, Nivedita, Raghu. Anand had sat Appa, Nivedita and Raghu down in the sofa 
room and had started a discussion. Do we take turns taking responsibility? Four months each? 
Shall we divide the tasks? Lots of talk. Nivedita and Raghu gave Appa a lot of hope—that's all 
they did. Anand senses isolation, an emptiness waiting for him. 

 

A decade back, when Raghu met with a serious accident while on an official tour, 
Anand had facilitated a shocked Appa and Amma to meet with Raghu at the hospital. However, 
leaving the house unattended was worrying Appa. Aishwarya's parents pitched in. Appa and 
Amma requested them to house-sit so they could go. Anand, Appa and Amma stayed with 
Raghu till Raghu recovered.  

 

When he joined his first job in Mumbai, Raghu asked Anand, who was also working 
there to move back to Chennai, Anand obeyed him without any second thoughts. Raghu 
said,"Let me work here and you go take care of our parents." Although Anand had a higher pay 
and a good career, he left it and headed back. His career soaring despite the change of place, 
no complaints on salary or position either, Anand still felt, at times, that Raghu ought to have 
shifted and not him.  

 

Anand knows he has to get Appa's final rites done, here, in Appa's own house, deal with 
Raghu, untangle the mess, and so treads briskly to the hall to talk to the priest.  

 

Its the tenth day. The priests are arriving one by one along with their assistants. There 
is a thatched hut erected on the veranda near the gate. In it, a large mound of boiled rice paste 
stands with tufts of Darba or Halfa grass below. Cousins, uncles, and aunts strewn all over the 
hall, drawing room, and kitchen are recollecting the glorious days of Appa and their own youth 
in the process. The priest and Anand find a middle way out: do all the thirteen-day rites at 
Appa's house, and push Raghu to quarantine himself in one room - My Room. The routine nine 
days rites had gone on smoothly.   
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Anand, dressed in the ritualistic Panchakacham enters Appa's house looking at the 
pasted "My Room" sign on the side. Assuring himself that the bedroom door is locked from 
inside and with a quiet confidence, he strides towards the hall where Kuppu is sitting. 

 

Suddenly, "Anand," calls Raghu, opening the quarantine door. "Can I ask you a favor? 
Please." 

 

"You can join, Raghu," Kuppu says. "Anand, you need to include Raghu, this day, 
especially. Raghu can come out at the right sacred timing, do his bit first before anyone else, 
and get back into the quarantine room. Nobody will notice." 

 

"Rites." Anand's voice is flat. The priest has parked a plastic chair next to the compound 
across the thatched hut. He supervises the prostration ceremony at the mound. Relatives watch 
for his instructions warily. 

 

Anand knows that Raghu gets hyper-excited on seeing the relatives. He does not want 
to appear obstructing the rites in front of them, does not want to destroy the carefully cultivated 
image—cultivated for years, decades maybe. On the contrary, he wants to look like he, the 
eldest son, is heading the ceremony and get praised in return.  

 

"Thanks," says Raghu with relief. He exhales deeply. Smart. Always turning any 
situation to his convenience. Anand also suspects Raghu wishes, albeit unfairly, to have Appa's 
final blessings after life long maiming and lasting sufferings. 

 

"For the next three days," Kuppu continues, "Raghu can dash in and out before anyone 
ever sets their eyes on him. That way, Appa can bless his eldest son as he himself was blessed 
once." Kuppu's voice is cautious and low. "So." 

 

"The priest will not allow." 
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"I'll convince him." Kuppu watches him steadily. It's the same expression Anand 
imagines he wore when he backed Raghu for his marriage against Appa's wishes so he could 
create a serious rift between father and son. "I'm plagued by uncles," so thinking sighs Anand. 

 

The assistants are gathering near the priest. In the garden, aunts are waiting for the 
rituals to start.  

 

It won't work. Kuppu will blindly support, Raghu will create tiresome obstacles, 
Nivedita will rant, confused, and Anand will somehow have to keep the family tradition alive 
- the only change being Appa, Raghu's target, is now getting replaced by Anand. He can see it 
coming. Nip it in the bud—Anand imagines his father say. 

 

Kuppu's tone is calm. "Anand, people change. Have you ever thought about that? I 
changed. Your father changed. Maybe Raghu has, too." 

 

Kuppu does not deserve to say this. For his son, he followed the conservative 
convention of not allowing him to choose his wife. Instead, uncle and aunt took several years 
and found a rich girl to marry their son. So much for backing Raghu's marriage. How has he 
changed? 

 

Gently, Kuppu says. "You don't always have to take up all responsibility," and Anand 
feels something serious stripped off him. 

 

"Come on, Anand," Raghu says. "We're family. I'm still the eldest." 

 

"This was how Appa must have felt: attacked, cornered, and eaten up." Anand thinks. 
With a jerk, Anand moves into Raghu's room, Kuppu tailing. He pulls the plastic chair. 
Somewhere deep down, he still feels scared of Raghu. "You are not the eldest. You did not 
behave like one. You are irresponsible. You did not even do your basic duty." He clutches at 
the chair and holds it like a shield. Rage rises inside him. He wants to hurt and destroy, like 
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Raghu, like Kuppu. Outside, the priest is calling his name loudly. He drops the chair and rushes 
out. 

 

For once, Raghu isn't frowning, isn't cornering to force his way through life. Finally, he 
sees the vulnerable Raghu. 

 

"Oh, no!" says Raghu. "Please." 

 

Anand sees now how Raghu must have felt just after a triumphant fight. But even as he 
bolts the door from outside, Anand is aware that he has to let Kuppu come out because even 
now, feeling as he does, he can't be unfair, can't punish his uncle for mere support. 

 

"Open!" Raghu cries in anguish. 

 

Within seconds, Anand puts a large lock on the door and slips the key in to his hip. The 
priest accosts him to the mound. After long chanting, Anand prostrates, pays his respects to his 
father's soul as the first son and gets his blessings. As if they've waited for this very moment, 
cousins, uncles and aunts follow. They fold their hands, fall on their knees and prostrate, over 
and over, return to the backyard, and take holy baths. Loud chatter of the relatives is heard 
along with tucking in of delicious breakfast of Pongal, Chutney, coffee and tea with relish. The 
morning sun dazzles, grows brighter, quietly turning to hotter, glaring strong rays. Holy hour 
passes by, and Anand finally feels calm, confident and content—his life long duties over—the 
long-standing grief vanishing into oblivion. 

  


